UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ROADMAP TO OUR NEW CENTURY
LIBRARIES STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE PLAN 2018-2025

Education for Life Goals
• Collaborate with University partners to offer a seamless array of learning and research services
• Promote peer-to-peer learning
• Strengthen and promote the Libraries’ teaching roles
• Become a cross-disciplinary hub across the University and on each campus for fostering learning, creating, and health and well-being
• Deliver services at point-of-need
• Optimize use of library spaces for learning and creativity

Hemispheric Leadership Goals
• Build collections and conduct digitization initiatives with global, hemispheric, and local partners to meet the teaching, learning, research, and clinical care needs of the University community
• Facilitate seamless discovery of and access to University cultural property, library collections and institutional repository content
• Enable and lead the transformative use of print and digital collections
• Ensure long-term preservation of print and digital collections
• Increase international engagement at both organizational and individual levels

Mission-Driven Research Goals
• Support digital scholarship
• Support curation and discovery of University faculty scholarship
• Support openness in scholarly communication
• Facilitate collaboration and interdisciplinary research partnerships
• Optimize use of library spaces for research and creativity
• Engage with UM and community partners
• Host public lectures, colloquia and dialogs on issues of importance

Administrative Excellence Goals
• Develop knowledge base of employee capabilities
• Increase employee awareness of the Libraries’ service programs
• Ensure employees have tools and skills to provide excellent service
• Increase employee awareness of professional development opportunities

Learn more about the University of Miami’s roadmap to its centenary in 2025 at: roadmap.miami.edu